[Analysis of psychosocial changes following ear reconstruction with rib cartilage - development of a short test].
The improvement of psychosocial well being in patients with microtia after ear reconstruction with rib cartilage is mainly assessed clinically. There are first prospective studies with established psychological questionnaires showing promising results but these tests are too extensive for everyday-use in clinical routine. Therefore, we examined a self-designed short version for the specific use in the head-neck-region. The clinically established psychological questionnaire "Frankfurter Selbstkonzeptskalen/FSKN" consists of 78 items for self-assessment of performance abilities, self-esteem, and psychosocial attitude. We downsized the FSKN to 13 items that might be relevant for plastic reconstructive surgery in the head-neck-region. The pre- and postoperative development after ear reconstruction with rib cartilage was analyzed retrospectively in 68 patients and prospectively in 21 patients. The preoperative data of the prospective study group were compared with the results of 23 patients with microtia who declined any type of reconstruction after consultation. Especially the results of the psychosocial competence improved after ear reconstruction as well in the retrospective (median values 138,5 to points; p<0,01) as well as in the prospective study group (median values 126 to 141 points; p=0,01). We were able to demonstrate changes in the short version of the FSKN (median values 51,5 to 58,5 points; p<0,01 respectively, 50 to 56 points; p=0,02). Patients who declined ear surgery showed higher values in psychosocial competence (median values 126 to 154 points; p<0,01). Again, the short form displayed this difference clearly (median values 50 to 65 points; p<0,01). The short version of the FSKN has promising potential for the preoperative assessment and the documentation of psychological changes following reconstructive surgery. Further studies are necessary to validate the new instrument to obtain a valuable test for use in clinical routine in plastic surgery in the head-neck-region.